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Abstract 
The change making problem is a classic NP-complete problem. It aims, 

given a coinage system, to partition a specified target amount, using the 

least possible number of the coins available. It is well known that for some 

coinage systems, such as for example, the Indian currency system, a very 

fast greedy algorithm achieves such a partition but for a general coinage, 

we might need to use dynamic programming which can yield only a 

pseudo-polynomial time algorithm. 

Here, we examine some aspects of the greedy algorithm (‘Greedy’ 

hereafter) for change making. We try to characterize those a coinage for 

which greedy works (‘good coinages’). We also examine coinages where it 

fails and try to further classify them as those systems which can be made 

‘good’ by the addition of a finite number of new denominations and those 

which can’t be.  
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1. Introduction  

The Change-Making Problem can be stated as follows: we are given a coin 

system and want to partition a given target value ‘j’ using the fewest coins 

possible. Change Making is  rich in variants which are easy to state and 

understand but probably difficult to settle–for instance, we could study the on 2-

way change making, which expresses the target amount as the difference 

between two amounts (the payment and the change being returned) and to 

minimize the total number of coins used for the two amounts together; for 

example, to hand over 87 rupees in the Indian system, instead of the one-way 

problem which has the optimal answer: 87 = 50+20+10+5+2 (involving 5 

coins), we have a better two-way answer: 87 = 100 – (10+2+1)-involving only 4 

coins
[1]

. Here, we return to the one-way change making and study its basic 

Greedy solution. 

For some coin systems such as the present Indian coin system (denominations: 

1,2,5,10,20,50,100,….) a ‘Greedy’ algorithm that repeatedly takes the ’best’ 

available coin will yield the optimal solution (e.g.: for target 37 with the Indian 

coinage, Greedy gives (20+10+5+2) which is indeed, the optimal breakup for 

the coinage).It is easily seen that for coin systems such as, say, (1,4,6,10…), 

Greedy fails–indeed, given a target amount 8, Greedy gives the breakup of 

(6+1+1) whereas (4+4) is clearly the optimal partition. For such coinages, this 

optimal coinage can be obtained by using dynamic programming (DP). The DP 

algorithm takes pseudo polynomial time
[2].

 

Dynamic programming has very high computational complexity and Greedy is 

extremely fast (it only needs for the denominations in the coinage to be sorted 

once). So the problem of determining if for a given coinage, Greedy gives the 

optimal partition (we call such coinages ‘good coinages’) for any target amount 

becomes important – in other words, we ask if we can characterize a specified 

coinage as good or otherwise efficiently. A fast algorithm for this would be 

useful if a large number of large target amounts need to be changed.  

2. Characterizing Good Coin Systems 

To check if Greedy works (i.e. it yields the best partition) for a certain target 

amount, we could run both greedy and DP for that target and see if both give the 

same result. That brings up the basic question: is it possible to assert that if 

greedy is seen to work for all targets up to a certain target amount, it will work 

for all larger targets? This characterization is computationally expensive 

(because for various targets, both Greedy and DP needs to be run and their 

outputs compared) but as noted above, this can yield savings if a very large 

number of large targets will need to be partitioned.  

Proposition 1: To check if a coinage is good, it is enough to check if for all 

target values up to and including twice the largest denomination in the coinage, 

greedy works (i.e. it gives the same answer as DP). If greedy works for all target 
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values up to this critical value, it will work for all larger target values. 

Example: Consider the coinage with denominations: {1, 2, 4, 5, 8}. By 

repeatedly comparing Greedy and DP, we see that for this coinage, greedy 

works for any arbitrarily large target amount. Our claim above is that we need to 

check for targets only up to 16(Greedy gives the optimal partition 8+8), to assert 

that Greedy works for any larger target values.  

Proof: We prove our proposition by contradiction. 

Let the coinage be {1, a1, a2,.. am} where am is the largest denomination. By our 

initial assumption, Greedy gives an optimal partition for all target amounts up to 

and including 2am.  

Let us assume that the first target value for which Greedy fails is between 2am 

and 3am. The first failure is at 2am + k where k <am. First we observe that if the 

denominations used in an optimal partition of any target W are grouped into 2 

sets of coins, with the two sets adding to w1 and w2 respectively, then both 

‘subtargets’  w1 and w2  will be necessarily,  optimally partitioned.  

We now assert that the optimal partition of 2am+k necessarily contains the 

denomination am. Indeed, if am is not in the partition, then any partition of 2am 

+k will consist of two subtargets such that one subtarget necessarily will have 

value between am and 2am. By earlier observation, both these subtargets will 

need to be partitioned optimally. And since by assumption, Greedy works for 

targets up to 2am, we will necessarily use am in the optimal breakup of that 

subtarget between am and 2am. Thus, we are constrained to take at least one am in 

the optimal partition of 2am+k. Let us do so (this is precisely the first step done 

by greedy on 2am+k) and that will leave us with a subtarget within am and 2am, 

which we need to partition optimally. Since for values up to 2am, Greedy works 

by assumption, we use it for the subtarget and are led to the conclusion that 

Greedy has actually worked for 2am +k.  

We have thus argued that for targets up to 3am, Greedy will necessarily work. So 

the first target for which Greedy fails will be, if such a target exists, 3am + k. 

Again, we see that am is necessarily used in the partition of this target and hence 

it cannot be a counter example at all.  

By repeating the argument, we can prove the proposition for any higher range (n 

am, (n+1) am) thus proving it fully. 

Remark: It could be computationally expensive to check all targets up to 2am. 

This brings up the following question: can one identify a smaller set of targets to 

check before concluding whether a coinage is good? 

We now present some specific ways in which a coin system can be good. 

Proposition_2:If denominations are in an Arithmetic Progression beginning 

with 1, the coinage will be good. 
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Proof: Any pair of numbers {a, b, with a<=b} appearing in an AP can be 

replaced by another pair of elements {a’, b’} in that AP with b’ >b and a’<a. So, 

if the partition of any target features denominations a and b, we can replace 

them with a’ and b’ in the partition. Greedy will choose a’ and b’ that will not be 

inferior to choosing a and b.   

We state without proof, two further observations: 

Proposition 3:If the denominations are successive primes, it is good. 

Proposition 4:If denominations are in a Geometric Progression starting with 1, 

the coinage will be good. 

3. ‘Correcting’ Bad Coin System 

We first examine a class of bad coinages which can be converted to good 

systems by adding a single extra denomination. 

Example 1: For the system {1, 2, 4, 5}, the least target value for which Greedy 

fails is 8 (The optimal partition is 4+4 and Greedy returns 5+2+1). Now, if we 

add this lowest failure value to the coinage, the resulting system: {1, 2, 4, 5, 8} 

turns good.  

Example 2: The system, {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} fails for the target 10. However, it can be 

corrected (made good) by adding the denomination 9 or 10. 

We now state an inference from our experiments: 

Inference: Any coinage of the form {1, 2, n, n+1} will be bad and can be made 

good by adding the lowest target for which it fails. Such bad coinages appear 

unique in the sense that they fail only for one single target value and can 

bemade good by adding that single value as denomination. Another example is 

{1, 2, 6, 7} which can be corrected by adding 12. 

Example 3: The coinage {1, 3, 4} fails for the targets 6, 10, 14… an infinite 

arithmetic progression. This cannot be corrected by adding any finite number of 

new denominations. Indeed, if we add 6 to the coinage (6 being the lowest 

failure value), the failure set of {1, 3, 4, 6} becomes 8, 14, 20,… Adding 8 will 

lead to a fresh infinite sequence of failures and so on.   

Example 4: The coinage {1, 3, 5, 6} fails for targets: 8,10,14,16, 20,22,…. 

These failure values show a ‘basic cluster of two values {8, 10}’ and an 

arithmetic progression of this cluster with the highest denomination (here 6) as 

the common difference. This coinage cannot be corrected by adding any finite 

number of additional denominations.  

Question: Can one construct a coinage that fails for exactly n values where n is 

finite and greater than 1? Our conjecture based on experimentation, is that this is 
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unlikely. 

4. Conclusion 

We have examined some variants on the change making problems, presented 

some results and asked some further questions for future study. The question of 

verifying whether a given coinage is good in a computationally efficient manner 

remains open, as far as we know. 
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